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ABSTRACT
Fog computing (FC) has evolved as a significant paradigm within the internet of things (IoT) ecosystem, serving as a crucial link between edge devices and centralised cloud computing resources. This research paper investigates advanced methodologies for improving the security and efficiency of FC in the IoT domain. The primary emphasis is placed on the utilisation of elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) to accomplish these goals. This study examines the difficulties encountered in ensuring the security of IoT deployments based on FC. It also presents novel solutions based on ECC to mitigate these obstacles. Moreover, this study investigates techniques for enhancing the efficiency and allocation of resources in IoT applications within a FC environment. This study seeks to offer significant insights into the application of ECC-based techniques for enhancing the security and efficiency of FC in the context of the IoTs. These insights are derived through a combination of theoretical analysis and practical implementations. To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed system, an analysis is conducted to examine the encryption time, decryption time, and correlation coefficients. These metrics are then compared to those of existing state-of-the-art approaches.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Fog computing (FC) is a game-changing paradigm in IoTs, offering a novel way to overcome the constraints and issues of traditional cloud-centric architectures [1]. FC uses a decentralised network of edge devices and intermediary processing nodes near the data source, unlike cloud computing, which sends data to distant data centres. This network’s strategic placement enables real-time edge data processing, analysis, and decision-making [2]. This reduces delay and bandwidth and improves system response time. FC fits the diverse and ever-changing characteristics of internet of things (IoT) installations. IoT devices consistently generate large amounts of data. Sensors in smart cities, wearable health monitors, and industrial applications generate this data [3]. The proximity of FC to these devices allows data filtration, consolidation, and preprocessing before transferring only relevant data to the cloud. This optimises network resources and reduces data transfer costs. FC also improves IoT ecosystem security and privacy by reducing data exposure to threats during
transmission to remote cloud servers [4]. It improves critical application response time and IoT system performance in intermittent connections by enabling local processing and decentralised decision-making. Security and efficiency are significant in the context of FC, as they play a critical role in guaranteeing the dependability, feasibility, and triumph of IoTs implementations. The computing paradigm, which expands the possibilities of cloud computing to the periphery of the network, introduces distinct obstacles and prospects within various domains.

The inherent dispersed configuration and close alignment with the actual environment of a FC contribute to the emergence of a diverse set of security challenges. The imperative to uphold the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of data within the FC environment assumes heightened importance for a multitude of compelling reasons. The intricate interplay of these factors underscores the critical need for robust security measures to safeguard the sensitive information, ensuring that it remains protected against potential threats and vulnerabilities that may arise in the dynamic and decentralized landscape of a field area controller.

Data privacy, fog nodes (FNs) play a pivotal role in the intricate process of handling and analyzing sensitive data sourced from IoT sensors. This encompassing responsibility involves the processing not only of personal health information but also extends to industrial sensor data. It is imperative to underscore that any untoward incident, such as a data breach within this intricate network, possesses the inherent risk of compromising individual privacy. Such breaches not only have the potential to infringe upon the confidentiality of personal and industrial data but may also give rise to legal ramifications and consequences [5]. Cyberattacks, the heightened proximity of nodes to the network's periphery significantly amplifies the potential attack surface, thereby exposing the FNs to a diverse array of cyber threats [6]. Given this expanded vulnerability, it becomes imperative to prioritize the implementation of robust measures aimed at fortifying these nodes against malicious entities. The paramount objective is to secure and safeguard these foundational nodes, a critical imperative to uphold and maintain the overall integrity of the system. Real-time threat mitigation, the expedient detection and mitigation of security hazards arising from FC environments is imperative, as any delay in responsive actions may precipitate substantial financial ramifications or the compromise of critical information assets. It is paramount for computing systems to possess the capability to promptly identify and counteract potential threats within the realm of fog security, ensuring the safeguarding of valuable data and the prevention of costly adversities [7].

Efficiency is essential in FC for several reasons: i) Latency reduction, the primary and crucial goal of FC revolves around the reduction of latency through the localized processing of data near its source. This essential objective is intricately tied to the proficient handling and decision-making processes at the edge, particularly in scenarios where swift responses are imperative. This is particularly evident in applications with stringent real-time requirements, such as autonomous vehicles and industrial automation, where the expeditious execution of computations at the edge plays a pivotal role in ensuring prompt reactions to dynamic environmental conditions and operational needs. Therefore, the efficacy of FC is contingent upon its ability to optimize data manipulation and decision-making at the edge, thereby minimizing latency and enhancing overall system responsiveness [8]; ii) resource utilization, IoT devices often come with limitations in terms of computing power and energy resources. The optimization of resource utilization in FC ensures the effective functioning of these devices, thereby reducing the strain on their limited capabilities. This optimization strategy plays a crucial role in enhancing the overall efficiency of IoT devices by carefully managing and maximizing the use of their constrained computing and energy resources, ultimately leading to improved performance, and minimized operational burdens [9]; and iii) cost optimization, the effective deployment of FC holds the promise of generating cost efficiencies by mitigating the need for extensive high-bandwidth data transfers to centralized cloud infrastructure [10]. This optimization in data transmission not only stands to yield economic benefits but may also result in a consequential reduction in associated expenses linked to cloud services. The relationship between security and efficiency in FC is highly interconnected. Achieving an appropriate equilibrium between these two variables is crucial to establish a robust, adaptable, and economically efficient IoTs ecosystem. Advanced methodologies, such as elliptic curve cryptography (ECC), play a crucial role in attaining this equilibrium by augmenting security measures while simultaneously reducing computing burdens [11].

The use of elliptic curve (EC) equation \( y^2 = x^3 + ax + b \) inside finite fields is a fundamental aspect of ECC. The inherent algebraic features of these curves facilitate the implementation of secure encryption, digital signatures, and key exchange protocols. ECC is distinguished by several significant advantages, the ECC algorithm uses shorter key lengths than other cryptographic methods to increase security. This method reduces computational and memory needs, making it ideal for IoT sensors with limited resources. The broad application of ECC in numerous sectors, such as secure communication protocols (e.g., TLS and HTTPS), digital signatures, and safeguarding data in IoT ecosystems, may be attributed to its flexibility and security [12].

The relevance of this work lies in its exploration of sophisticated ECC-based strategies for enhancing the security and efficiency of FC in the context of the IoTs. This research contributes to the wider domain of secure and efficient implementations of IoT. The study's authors collaborated to conduct a thorough investigation of advanced strategies based on ECC for enhancing the security and optimisation of FC in the context of the IoTs.
2. BACKGROUND

This section aims to comprehensively examine the existing literature, offering a historical contextualization of developments and crucial background insights essential for a nuanced understanding of the forthcoming challenges and opportunities. The selected papers within this review span topics such as IoT security, FC, cryptography, and optimization, contributing valuable perspectives to the evolving landscape. Particularly in FC-based IoT systems, the nexus of security and efficiency emerges as increasingly pivotal. This literature review not only lays the groundwork for comprehending the current state of affairs but also serves as a precursor to the innovative insights and solutions that this research study endeavors to contribute.

2.1. Related works

Confidentiality, integrity, and availability (CIA) are the three pillars of information security [13]. Cryptography schemes guarantee the privacy and authenticity of transmitted data. Asymmetric cryptography is one such method; it employs both public and private keys [14]. The sender utilizes the receiver’s public key to encrypt the plaintext before sending it. Anyone can use this key because it’s been made public. The private key, on the other hand, is only known by the receiver and is used to decrypt the cypher text that has been sent to them. When using short keys, ECC is just as secure as the Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA) algorithm [15]. Therefore, ECC has become the method of choice for dealing with crucial size issues and keeping performance steady in confined settings [16]. In 1987, Koblitz [17] presented the first curve for use in ECC. After the asymmetric approach generated the shared key with ECC, the symmetric approach encrypted plain text with advanced encryption standard (AES) [18]. However, many of these systems did not explain the ECC ciphering procedure, including converting encoding values to numbers, and using them in the mapping stage. Many methods have been proposed to improve key ECC encryption processes; however, the literature is still lacking. The schemes in [19] use ECC, although it is unclear how the raw text was encoded and transferred to the curve. Most improvements to such methods prioritise speed above security. ECC has efficient and quick scalar multiplication algorithms [20]. The schemes hide the original text in numerous ways. For each character, the American standard code for information interchange (ASCII) table can derive its decimal value [21]. This "Hello" would be unencoded as “72” “101” “108” “108” “111”. Mapping these values onto the EC creates a cypher text. DeoxyriboNucleic Acid (DNA)-based ECC inspired [22]'s IoT encryption.

2.2. Preliminaries on elliptic curve cryptography for fog computing based internet of things

There are several IoT-based intelligent applications, including smart water management, healthcare systems, and grid technology. Due to IoTs, massive amounts of data have been generated, causing data explosions [23]. When using cloud computing for data processing and storage, real-time access, latency, and network bandwidth limits must be addressed. FC is a new computing paradigm that addresses this issue [24]. FC extends cloud services to the network edge, improving low-latency, mobility, network capacity, security, and privacy. Figure 1 depicts FC architecture. Three layers make up the architecture: end device, fog, and cloud computing. Smart sensors are strategically placed in the end device layer (EDL) to monitor and detect a variety of attributes based on application parameters. EDLs include low-resource devices. Due to resource restrictions, device layer security research is growing. FNs form fog. The fog layer's core is the FN [25]. Intelligent end devices are linked to FNs.

![Figure 1. Architecture of FC](image-url)
Examining data security from the EDL to the FNs is a critical area of study. When it comes to the transmission of data between smart end devices and FNs, several pivotal security considerations come to the forefront, including confidentiality, integrity, data freshness, and authentication. Maintaining the secrecy of sensor data is imperative, as it restricts access to the intended recipient [26]. In the event of communication exchanges being intercepted and monitored by unauthorized individuals, it becomes imperative to implement robust measures to safeguard the data, ensuring its confidentiality and preventing decipherment. The implementation of encryption and decryption mechanisms plays a vital role in upholding and enforcing the confidentiality of the transmitted data during its journey from the EDL to the FNs.

2.3. Significance of lightweight cybersecurity for fog based internet of things

For IoTs deployments, lightweight cybersecurity is crucial. As IoT devices proliferate across industries and fields, so does the need for strong security protocols. To overcome IoT challenges and constraints, lightweight cybersecurity techniques have many benefits. Insufficient funding is an early and persistent IoT deployment issue. Many IoT devices lack power, storage, and processing. Traditional cybersecurity methods work well in robust systems but may be too expensive on resource-constrained devices, resulting in lower performance, higher power consumption, or operational failures. In contrast, lightweight methods provide safety with low effort and computation [27], ECC and other lightweight cryptographic methods provide strong security for IoT devices without sacrificing performance or resources.

Second, in large IoT deployments, lightweight cybersecurity systems can efficiently distribute keys. Cryptographic keys for secure communication and authentication become harder to manage as connected devices grow exponentially. Little keys mean less resource-intensive key storage and transmission in lightweight schemes. Key management for IoT networks becomes more scalable and viable due to lower key distribution overhead. Lightweight cybersecurity solves IoT scalability and interoperability. IoT deployments with multiple manufacturers and communication protocols require flexible and standardised security. Lightweight methods secure and interoperate many devices and platforms [28]. IoT device security is improved by lightweight cryptography standardisation.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

A proposed solution for establishing secure communication between individuals involves the implementation of a layer that encompasses the end users who consume and produce data, as well as a cloud layer that incorporates an authentication and encryption technique. The authentication and encryption technique presented for IoT-based medical sensor data consists of three stages: authentication, encryption, and decryption. The initial phase of the proposed system involves authentication. The proposed scheme consists of nine steps. The primary contribution of this research was the introduction of ECC, an encryption technique that is both secure and efficient. The generation of a shared key facilitates secure communication between parties by enabling them to encrypt their messages. The establishment of a shared key for the encryption of shared messages has been overlooked by several recent research, despite being an essential first step. Given the importance of the ECC in facilitating secure group communication, our analysis primarily focuses on the earliest three stages of the ECC. The suggested approach is illustrated in Figure 2, which outlines the nine steps.

![Diagram of proposed method](image)

Figure 2. Nine stages of the proposed method

3.1. Establishing system parameters

In this phase, the generation of public and private keys will provide secure communication among all involved entities. This phase, proceeded with the generation of the $G_{pkey}$, which will serve as the encryption
mechanism for the internal communications within the group. The edge is responsible for creating and protecting the group’s shared key (also known as $G_{\text{keysh}}$). This allows for efficient decryption of encrypted text between the parties concerned. Hence, the Edge platform utilises its unique identifier ($id_{\text{edge}}$) and a private random key (PRK) to construct the initial $G_{\text{keysh}}$. The first group shared key $G_{\text{keysh}}$ is created using an edge algorithm.

Input: $id_{\text{edge}}$; PRK
Output: $G_{\text{keysh}}$

$G_{\text{keysh}} = id_{\text{edge}} \oplus \text{PRK}$;
Initial shared group key $\leftarrow G_{\text{keysh}}$

The preservation of forward and backward secrecy can be achieved using $G_{\text{keysh}}$, a cryptographic technique, to execute encryption and decryption of messages exchanged across nodes inside a network. Similarly, in the context of network communication, nodes that get disconnected from the network are unable to access and decipher encrypted messages that are transmitted after their disconnection. The suggested method achieves this objective by assigning specific tasks related to $G_{\text{keysh}}$ maintenance to each individual node. The edge broadcasts the newly added node’s hashed identifier ($id_{\text{ni}}$) to each of the other nodes in the network. Subsequently, every node modifies the value of $G_{\text{keysh}}$ and concurrently appends the hashed identification to its respective list.

3.2. Encoding/mapping the plaintext

The hypothesised encoding and mapping phases were expanded by this experiment. The encoding method used in this experiment has a security vulnerability, according to relevant research. Two implementations of the same encryption algorithm producing identical ciphertext during ECC encoding and mapping is the main vulnerability. Thus, the adversary can learn about the plaintext from the ciphertext. The study suggests dividing the original text into $B$ blocks to overcome the limitation. According to the (1), $M$ is the total number of characters in a plaintext and $B$ is the required number of blocks.

$$B = \left\lfloor \frac{M}{N} \right\rfloor$$

The requirement for this length arises from the need to allocate each block $B$ to the 192-bit ECC, which in turn necessitates the partition of the plaintext. During the mapping phase, the determination of mapping points involves the utilisation of the reserved 8 bits within each block as padding bits. This is done to guarantee the required number of repeats. The procedure of converting a plaintext $M$ into a blockset is shown in Figure 3. In the preliminary stage of the process, the decimal representations of each secured block are systematically conveyed to the EC. This specialized center has been established with the explicit purpose of ascertaining the individual values of $y_i$ associated with each block. The method employed for the allocation and transmission of these encrypted blocks to the EC is elucidated in detail in Figure 4, meticulously outlining the sequential steps integral to this pivotal phase of the overall operation.

![Figure 3. The action of transforming plain text into blocks](image)

![Figure 4. Secure block mapping onto an EC](image)
3.3. Encrypting and decrypting the mapped points

In numerous techniques, it is commonly assumed that the mapping step in isolation suffices for the encryption of the plaintext. However, the mapping procedure to the EC proves that these points are essential to the final EC, allowing the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP) to be exploited. In this suggested solution, the encryption of these data pieces is achieved by appending them to \(G_{key}\). The process for encrypting the plotted data points is illustrated in Figure 5.

The subsequent stages exhibit a reversal of the preceding ones. As a result, the recipient employs the \(G_{key}\) to decode the encrypted data points and performs subtraction on them, seen in Figure 6. As seen earlier, the process of encrypting and decrypting messages involves the utilisation of a shared group point (referred to as \(G_{key}\)) that is common to all individuals involved. The provided example in Figure 6 illustrates the process of decoding secured endpoints.

![Figure 5. Encryption of mapped points](image)

![Figure 6. Decryption of secured points](image)

3.4. Verification of encrypted messages

The encrypt-then-sign methods employed in our research endeavour to guarantee the confidentiality, integrity, and non-repudiation of communicated messages among entities. The suggested methodology guarantees privacy by implementing a series of preliminary measures. The data being transferred includes an encrypted coordinate, the current time (\(t_o\)), and a signature integer created at random. Figure 7 illustrates the procedures involved in the signature process. By using the public key of the sender, the recipient can verify the genuineness of a signed communication.

![Figure 7. Signing process by sender](image)

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

4.1. Simulation environment

In this research, a network is constructed using NS3 simulation software. The network configuration includes 100 IoT devices, 25 users, one fog gateway, one micro datacentre, and one cloud server. The first step involves the registration of IoT devices through the utilisation of identification (ID), public key, and private key. To key creation, ECC is employed. Subsequently, the data obtained via sensing is subjected to encryption through the utilisation of ECC within the fog gateway. Subsequently, the IoT devices transmit the encrypted data to the Cloud Server. Subsequently, during encrypted data transfer, the identification of a man in the middle (MITM) attack can be accomplished by analysing the keys involved. The findings were analysed for the
relationship between the number of IoT devices and resource utilisation, as well as the encryption and decryption time. Additionally, a correlation coefficient analysis was conducted.

4.1.1. Encryption time
The temporal duration utilized by the encryption algorithm to transform a plaintext into ciphertext is denoted by the term "difference." This term specifically characterizes the time span between the initiation and completion phases of the encryption process. This temporal discrepancy is formally expressed through a mathematical representation in the form of (2). In essence, the (2) delineates the mathematical relationship governing the time interval between the commencement and conclusion of encryption, elucidating the temporal intricacies involved in the encryption algorithm's operation.

\[ i(t) = i_{\text{end}}(t) - i_{\text{start}}(t) \]  

(2)

4.1.2. Decryption time
The evaluation of this metric involves the calculation of the temporal difference between the conclusion and initiation phases of the decryption process. This temporal disparity is precisely quantified through the application of a mathematical representation, specifically referred to as (3), which serves as a formalized expression encapsulating the quantitative aspects of the temporal relationship between the phases within the decryption process.

\[ O(t) = O_{\text{end}}(t) - O_{\text{start}}(t) \]  

(3)

4.1.3. Correlation coefficient analysis
The relationship between plaintext and ciphertext parameters is often determined using statistical analysis, specifically correlation coefficients. The coefficient indicates how well the encryption algorithm prevents statistical attacks. An effective encryption algorithm should produce ciphertext that is completely different from plaintext. Calculate correlation coefficient using (4).

\[ \text{Corr Coef} (x, y) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \mu(x))(y_i - \mu(y))}{\sigma(x)\sigma(y)} \]  

(4)

When the correlation coefficient attains a value of 1, it serves as an indication that the plaintext and ciphertext under consideration are entirely identical. Conversely, when the correlation coefficient reaches 0, it signifies that there exists a complete dissimilarity between the ciphertext and plaintext. Consequently, the effectiveness of the encryption technique can be assessed by scrutinizing the correlation coefficient, with a lower numerical value suggesting a higher degree of efficacy in the encryption process.

4.2. Performance analysis
The term "computation cost" refers to the measure of computing resources required for the execution of a specific operation within a designated system or algorithm. These computing resources encompass processing power, time, and memory. In Table 1, a comprehensive comparison of the computational costs associated with various operations is provided. This table serves to illustrate the varying resource demands and efficiency considerations across different computational tasks within the specified system or algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Computational costs (µs)</th>
<th>Gateway</th>
<th>IoT device</th>
<th>( t_i ) (µs)</th>
<th>( t_o ) (µs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[29]</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[30]</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1.032</td>
<td>1.006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All authentication techniques in the simulation, such as time stamps, random numbers, one-way hash functions, wireless access, and a sensor node, are given a 128-bit size. Computational costs were estimated to be in the ranges of 0.0004, 0.055, and 0.062 microseconds for a one-way hash function, symmetric encryption/decryption, and EC point multiplication, respectively. The overall computational cost can be determined by considering the hashing cost during the user's registration phase, which amounts to \( 2H \). On the other hand, at the sensor level, the computational cost can be calculated by combining the hashing and
encryption costs, denoted as \((1H + Ec)\). Adding together the costs of verification and decryption yields the cost at the gateway, which is represented by \((1H + Dc)\).

The results of the simulations show that the proposed method has a shorter running time for both encryption and decryption than the other approaches. The graphical representation of this analysis can be seen in Figures 8 and 9. Table 2 presents the correlation coefficient that has been calculated using various types of message sets. The findings indicate that the coefficient of correlation for the suggested model is approximately 0.051, indicating a proximity to zero.

![Encryption Time](image1.png)  ![Decryption Time](image2.png)

Figure 8. Encryption time analysis  Figure 9. Decryption time analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message description</th>
<th>Correlation value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration data</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Login data</td>
<td>0.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control data</td>
<td>0.073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The examination of the correlation between resource utilisation and the number of IoT devices within a network is of paramount importance in comprehending the scalability and efficacy of IoT implementations. The escalation in the quantity of IoT devices necessitates a thorough consideration of resource utilisation, as it plays a crucial role in determining system performance, reliability, and cost-effectiveness. Figure 10 gives the chart of resource utilization vs number of IoT devices.

![Resource Utilization](image3.png)

Figure 10. Resource utilization vs number of IoT devices
5. CONCLUSION

This comprehensive research underscores the pivotal role of cutting-edge ECC techniques in addressing intricate challenges within the realm of FC-based IoT, a dynamically evolving field. The paramount importance of security and efficiency in FC is acknowledged, with ECC emerging as a key enabler for enhancing data privacy, mitigating cyber risks, and optimizing resource utilization in IoT deployments through a thorough exploration of its multifaceted applications. A meticulous examination of the relevant literature reveals the significant contributions of researchers in shaping security protocols for IoT and FC, providing a nuanced understanding of the current landscape characterized by advancing technologies and evolving threats.

The insights gleaned from this study serve as a beacon for the development of adaptive and secure IoT systems, offering valuable guidance to practitioners and decision-makers tasked with leveraging FC while safeguarding sensitive data. As this study peer into the future, the potential for ECC-based approaches and FC platforms to propel IoT security and efficiency to unprecedented heights becomes evident. The amalgamation of ECC and FC represents a noteworthy stride towards cultivating a safer and more effective IoT, especially in an era marked by the convergence of digital and physical realms. This research not only encapsulates the present state of affairs but also lays the foundation for anticipating and embracing forthcoming enhancements, positioning ECC and FC as dynamic forces poised to redefine the landscape of IoT security and efficiency.
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